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This is a step-by-step guide on how to install the PowerSuite patch for the PAT400 V2.50 firmware and 
above. If you have a new PAT400 with V2.50 firmware or you have upgraded your existing PAT tester to 
firmware version V2.50, you will need to run this update on all PC’s connected to the shared database. 
This enables compatibility of the PAT400 DB file with Download Manager, and to add the ‘Print Test Date’ 
columns within the client level of the PowerSuite software. 

1. Make sure PowerSuite is closed and all users are logged out before running the update and that  
  the ‘current data path’ currently selected is your active database as shown below and has been  
  opened previously: 

2. Close the dialogue box shown above 

3. Run the executable patch PAT400 PowerSuite Patch.exe to start the install.   

4. Ensure no one is logged into PowerSuite;  
  Each individual user PC with access to the shared database will need to run the patch on that PC  
  to update Download Manager locally as well as provide compatibility with the shared database.   
  Please note that if the ‘Create New/Update Data Path’ option is used to update then the user will  
  need to run the patch before they can perform any uploads/downloads.  

5. If multiple databases are in use the patch must be run on all Data Paths in use. 
 

6. PowerSuite will then be compatible with the latest PAT400 firmware and each user will be able to  
  edit the ‘Print Date’ and ‘Print Next Date’ fields  from within the client data:  
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  These fields can also be edited on the PAT400 after an upload. 

 
If you encounter any problems with the installation or subsequent use of this update, please contact 
Megger Technical Support at Dover UK


